In recent years, more and more videos are captured from the firstperson viewpoint by wearable cameras. Such first-person video provides additional information besides the traditional third-person video, and thus has a wide range of applications. However, techniques for analyzing the first-person video can be fundamentally different from those for the third-person video, and it is even more difficult to explore the shared information from both viewpoints. In this paper, we propose a novel method for first-and third-person video co-analysis. At the core of our method is the notion of "joint attention", indicating the learnable representation that corresponds to the shared attention regions in different viewpoints and thus links the two viewpoints. To this end, we develop a multi-branch deep network with a triplet loss to extract the joint attention from the first-and third-person videos via self-supervised learning. We evaluate our method on the public dataset with cross-viewpoint video matching tasks. Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art both qualitatively and quantitatively. We also demonstrate how the learned joint attention can benefit various applications through a set of additional experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, due to the widespread use of high-quality and low-cost digital cameras, a tremendous number of videos can be captured in every second. As a result, video analysis, which aims at automatically interpreting the visual content in the video, has become a research focus in the field of computer vision and multimedia processing. Its technical capability is useful or even crucial in a wide range of applications including object detection, action recognition, video surveillance and autopilot.
Among all the videos captured in the real world, most of them are third-person videos. In other words, they are captured from a third-person viewpoint by the camera not associated with any person or object in the video. In contrast, first-person videos are usually captured by wearable cameras and see the visual world from a unique perspective which is inherently human-centric. Although the first-person videos are still a minority, its rapid increase in number has attracted attention from both industry and academia [5, 19, 20] .
Both the first-and third-person videos are important since they capture the same real world from different perspectives. As a result, techniques have been proposed for analyzing either the first-person videos or the third-person videos respectively. However, it remains a challenge to explore information from both views in a joint manner. Very recently, Sigurdsson et al. [36] made an attempt to learn a shared representation of the two views by using a large dataset, which adopted the third-person information to help the first-person task. Although this work has demonstrated the benefit of linking the two views, its performance in finding the correct correspondences between them is still unsatisfactory.
The major difficulty lies in that the captured regions from the two views are quite different from each other -the first-person view region only corresponds to a small and deformed part of that in the third-person view. Therefore, it is problematic to directly learn the shared representation of the two views' frames as in [36] . Then the question has formed as how to find a more fundamental relationship between the two views to guide the shared representation learning, which enlightens our idea in conducting this research.
In this paper, we propose to learn the shared representation from the first-person and third-person views in a more effective and robust way. Our key idea is to define and extract the "joint attention" between the two views, as shown in Fig. 1 . In particular, we define the region of attention (ROA) from both the first-and the third-person views, and make the assumption that the crossview shared representation should correspond to the joint attention regions (shared ROAs). In this manner, our shared representation learning can further rely on the physically meaningful shared ROAs rather than the original video frames.
In order to learn the joint attention as well as the shared representation, we propose a novel learning framework based on CNN. It incorporates the attention mechanism and self-supervised attention learning to extract shared ROAs from the first-and third-person videos without explicit annotations. First, attention maps of the two views' frames are generated respectively. Then, a self-supervised attention learning module is designed to extract the joint attention regions from both videos. Finally, our method transfers knowledge between the two views and applies the obtained shared representation to certain cross-view video co-analysis tasks. The method shall then benefit various related applications.
Our main contributions include:
• We introduce the joint attention, based on which the shared representation between the first-and third-person videos can be learned more effectively and robustly.
• We propose a new multi-branch deep network for joint attention learning and shared representation learning, based on a self-supervised attention learning architecture. The network extracts important features from cross-view videos effectively.
• Our method outperforms the state-of-the-art in cross-view video matching tasks. Additional experiments are also presented to show how our method is beneficial to various related applications.
RELATED WORKS
Modeling between first-and third-person videos. Recent studies of modeling between first-and third-person videos have been often conducted on paired videos of these two domains [3, 13, 36, 44, 45] . Yonetani et al. [45] proposed a novel face detection approach by matching camera and head motion of the same person from first-and third-person perspective. Ardeshir and Borji et al. [3] matched a set of first-person videos to a set of characters (firstperson camera wearers) in a top-view surveillance video using graph matching. Fan et al. [13] studied a similar problem by learning a joint feature embedding space from first-and third-person videos with a two-stream semi-Siamese network. Unlike [13] which requires ground-truth human bounding boxes, Xu et al. [44] simultaneously segmented and matched the first-person camera wearers in third-person videos. While the above works assumed that the paired first-and thirdperson videos are synchronized, we propose an approach to temporally match individual video frames between these two domains. The most related work to ours is that of Sigurdsson et al. [36] , which learned a joint embedding space between matched first-and thirdperson video frames. Different from [36] , we propose to learn joint attention in both videos for more accurate matching.
Attention model. Detecting and understanding the attention regions in images and videos have been an emerging research field in computer vision and multimedia processing these years. Attention model has shown its efficiency in various vision tasks such as person re-identification [23] [24] [25] 38] , image captioning [2, 8, 9] , pose estimation [11, 27, 30] and image classification [26, 32] . In 1998, Itti et al. [21] constructed a primary visual attention model using a bottom-up architecture. After that, various attention models with different architectures are inspired: Wang et al. [42] proposed a non-local blocks operation, which is related to the self-attention method, and computes the response at a position as a weighted sum of the features at all positions. In [12] , an interaction-aware attention network was presented to construct a spatial feature pyramid for obtain more accurate attention maps by multi-scale information. Woo et al. [43] made an extension of SE module [17] , and presented a CBAM attention model. Jun et al. [14] introduced visual attention into image segmentation, which then achieved better performance through their long-range context relationships.
Different from the previous works, we use data from different viewpoints to jointly learn the shared ROAs from videos. The shared ROAs will more focus on the joint attention regions from different viewpoints.
Cross-view representation learning. Existing research on cross-view representation learning usually adopt deep metric learning with siamese (triplet) architectures [18, 40] or propose an encoderdecoder framework with generative adversarial networks [4, 35] . Regmi et al. [35] addressed the novel problems of cross-view image synthesis, aerial to street-view and vice versa, by using conditional generative adversarial networks to learn shared representation. Hu et al. [18] used a triplet loss component, and proposed a CVMNet for ground-to-aerial geolocalization.
In this paper, the notion of "joint attention" is to be developed, which holds the view that the shared representation among crossviewpoints should correspond to the joint attention regions. We construct a self-supervised attention learning architecture to extract the joint attention region from cross-viewpoints. The goal of this paper is to learn a shared representation for coanalysis of first-and third-person videos. However, the learning of shared representation for videos from different viewpoints is challenging, especially for the first-and third-person videos. Due to fundamentally different viewpoints in data recording, the data from first-person videos varies a lot from that in third-person video. Assuming a pair of first-and third-person videos recording the same action, while a first-person video records detailed hand-object interactions from an actor's own viewpoint, a third-person video records the actor's whole body pose and surrounding environment from an observer's viewpoint. The different between these two makes straightforward learning of shared representation across the two viewpoints difficult.
As studied in previous works [17, 41] , attention in an image tells the computer the focus regions and then to suppress unnecessary information. As shown in Figure 2 (a), although the two images contain different contents, the regions within red bounding boxes of both images share consistent appearance and could be exploited to extract a shared representation for both images. Here we use region of attention (ROA) to denote the informative region about the recorded action. In order to reliably learn the shared representation between first-and third-person videos from quite different viewpoints, it is important to consider ROAs shared between the two videos. Therefore, we propose to adopt attention mechanism to estimate ROAs from the first-and third-person videos based on the shared representation learned.
Self-supervised Joint Attention Learning
Although the incorporation of attention mechanism could help the learning of shared representation between first-and third-person videos, identifying the regions of attention is a nontrivial task. Traditional saliency-based models tend to locate the region of interest (ROI) that is attractive to human perception [46] but not necessarily correspond to the informative region (or ROA) desired for shared representation learning.
Instead of directly applying the extracted ROI from previous works, we aim to learn ROA which corresponds to the informative region of first-and third-person videos and therefore is more suitable for shared representation learning. Motivated by the observation that the shared ROAs (or joint attention regions) between first-and third-person videos contain consistent appearance, we propose a self-supervised learning approach to learn the joint attention regions by guaranteeing the semantic consistency between representations of ROAs of the first-and third-person videos. We visualize the ROA generated by our method and the ROI of a thirdperson video frame in Fig. 2 (b). While ROI is more likely to focus on the visually interesting regions of human body, our learned ROA concentrates more on the person's action field and contains more consistent information with the first-person viewpoint.
Simultaneous Learning of Joint Attention and Shared Representation
As studied in previous sections, the extraction of joint attention regions benefits the learning of shared representation between first-and third-person videos. Meanwhile, shared representation helps determine whether two video frames of different viewpoints are corresponding to each other and thus provides a constraint of semantic consistency for self-supervised learning of joint attention. Therefore, the learning of joint attention and shared representation are interdependent and should be solved together. Given a triplet of frames as input, which contains a third-person video frame, a corresponding first-person video frame, and a noncorresponding first-person video frame, our learning task is to extract ROAs and feature representations for each frame which satisfy the following two constraints: (1) ROAs are of semantic consistency between corresponding frames, and (2) feature representations are close between corresponding frames and distant between non-corresponding frames.
With an objective function considering both constraints above, we train a multi-branch convolutional neural network to simultaneously learn joint attention and shared representation between first-and third-person videos. The technical details are given in the next section.
METHODOLOGY 4.1 Overview
In this paper, we aim to learn a shared representation for co-analyzing the first-and third-person videos. In contrast with previous works that learned shared representation straightforwardly from videos, c to predict joint attention regions (shared ROAs), with the assumption that shared representation should correspond to the joint attention regions. Finally, the shared representation learning module explores the information between two viewpoints to obtain the shared representation. We weight average attention maps based on the channel to visualize what regions the model are learning from, the results are shown on the right. we incorporate attention mechanism into the representation learning framework. In particular, we propose a self-supervised joint attention learning module to predict joint attention regions for shared representation learning based on the assumption that shared representation should correspond to the joint attention regions from videos of different viewpoints.
The pipeline of our method is demonstrated in Fig. 3 (b) . At first, basic features are generated from video frames of different viewpoints by a standard CNN. Then, instead of directly comparing the CNN-based features from two viewpoints, a novel joint attention learning module is proposed to predict ROA for each viewpoint. Finally, the predicted ROAs are used as guidance to filter the CNNbased features for learning of shared representation.
Architecture
The architecture of our proposed framework is presented in Fig. 4 . The framework is composed by a multi-branch neural network and takes a triplet of frames (x, y, z) as input. It contains three main modules: attention-guided feature extraction, self-supervised joint attention learning and shared representation learning, which are described in the following parts.
Attention-guided feature extraction. The purpose of this module is to focus on informative regions and suppress redundant features for shared representation learning at the later stage. A base CNN model is used to extract feature maps (F x c , F Self-supervised joint attention learning. In this module, we aim to learn joint attention regions between first-and third-person videos which focus on the same action recorded from two viewpoints. We develop a self-supervised learning approach by enforcing the semantic consistency between ROAs of corresponding video frames. The inputs are the pairs of channel attention vectors (M x c , M y c ) generated from a third-person video frame and the corresponding first-person video frame. We compare the two vectors with a L2-based distance metric, which enforces similarity between channel attention vectors of corresponding frames and thus guarantees the semantic consistency of ROAs between firstand third-person videos.
Shared representation learning. In this module, we learn shared representation between first-and third-person videos based on the feature representations (F x c ′ , F y c ′ , F z c ′ ) that are filtered by the predicted attention at the previous stage. We adopt a triplet loss to enforce that the feature representations of corresponding frames (x and y) are close to each other, and verse otherwise.
Loss Function
Here we describe the objective function used to train our proposed network. The objective function consists of two loss functions: an attention loss used to learn joint attention and a triplet loss used to learn shared representation.
The attention loss is denoted as L AL (x, y), which is based on L2 distance metric to enforce similarity between channel attention vectors of the corresponding first-and third-person video frame. It is formulated as:
where ∥·∥ 2 denotes the L2 distance metric. The triplet loss is denoted as L TL (x, y, z), which enforces similarity between corresponding feature representations 
Following [36] , we also assign importance weight w(x, y, z) to each triple to remove the negative impact of uninformative frames that are recorded under unstable conditions.
The final loss L(x, y, z) is organized:
where λ is a hyper parameter used to balance the relative contributions of different losses. We empirically set λ = 2.5 in our experiments.
Implementation Details
Our framework is implemented by using PyTorch [31] , and input frames are crop into 224 × 224. We apply a ResNet-152 architecture [16] as the base CNN model, which is pretrained on Charades dataset [37] . The first four convolutional layers of ResNet-152 are used to extract feature maps. We implement our channel attention module following the same settings of CBAM [43] . To reduce parameter overhead, the hidden activation size is R c/r ×1×1 and the reduction radio r is set as 8. The channels of feature maps and the dimension of channel attention vectors are both 2048. The spatial size of feature maps as well as that of attention maps is 7 × 7. The triplet importance weight is learned from one fully connected layer based on the fc7 features of ResNet-152. SGD is used to train the whole model, with the learning rate of 3e-5 and batch size of 4.
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we evaluate our method on a public dataset with pairs of first-and third-person videos. We first conduct performance comparison with state-of-the-art method and ablation study to verify the effectiveness of our method both qualitatively and quantitatively. We also conduct additional experiments to demonstrate the benefits of our work on various applications.
Experimental Settings
Dataset. To evaluate our method, we introduce Charades-Ego dataset which involves 4000 paired first-and third-person videos of daily indoor activities recorded by 112 persons. Since our goal is to learn a shared representation between first-and third-person videos, we focus on the video pairs that record the same action from the first-and third-person viewpoints respectively. However, there are some video pairs in the raw dataset of which the viewpoints are invalid for our research. As shown in Fig. 5 , while the bottom half part illustrates image samples of a valid video pair, the top half part illustrates an invalid video pair in which an action is recorded from slightly different third-person viewpoint. Therefore, we carefully examined the dataset and removed 189 invalid video pairs in total. Tasks and evaluation metrics. We compare our method with different baselines on two cross-view video matching tasks: pairs discrimination and best-match moment localization.
The task of pairs discrimination aims to discriminate corresponding first-and third-person image pairs from the non-corresponding ones. Giving a triplet of third-person frame with corresponding and non-corresponding first-person frames, we identify one of the two first-person frames as the corresponding frame which has closer distance of representation with the third-person frame. In this task, we use classification accuracy as the evaluation metric.
The task of best-match moment localization aims to find the corresponding moment (1 second video clip) in a video given a video moment from the other viewpoint without the knowledge of time stamp. We use average distance of feature representation between moments of two viewpoints to identify the best match moment. For evaluation, we assume that the ground truth bestmatch moment can be approximated by temporally scaling the first-person video to have the same duration as the third-person video. Temporal alignment error is used as the evaluation metric for this task.
Comparison with state-of-the-art. We compare our method with the state-of-the-art method ActorObserverNet (AONet) [36] . AONet learns a shared representation between first-and thirdperson videos with a Siamese-like network. We re-train their network with default parameters based on our filtered dataset.
Ablation study. To evaluate how different parts of our model contribute to the final performance on the two tasks, we conduct ablation study by removing or replacing a subset of our full model. Details of different baselines are described as follows:
Without self-supervised joint attention learning (Without SA). To illustrate the contribution of the self-supervised joint attention learning in our model, we remove this part and re-train the remaining model. Self-supervised attention learning with CNN-based features. To examine the contribution of attention information from either firstor third-person video in joint attention learning, we replace channel attention vectors of first-person video and third-person video with original CNN-based feature maps respectively, denoted as CNN SA /1 and CNN SA /3. Then the attention is learned by minimizing the L2 distance between average pooling of the feature maps and channel attention vector of the corresponding third-person video (or first-person video).
Triplet loss with CNN-based features. To examine the contribution of attention information from either first-or third-person video in shared representation learning, we use CNN-based features of first-person video or third-person video to calculate triplet loss respectively. These two baselines denote as CNN TL /1 and CNN TL /3.
Triplet weight based on low-level image features (Low-level TW). We use low-level image feature (the average gradient of image in our experiment) instead of high-level CNN-based features to estimate triplet weight.
Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative results of different methods on the two tasks of pairs discrimination and best-match moment localization are given in Table 1 . It can be seen that our method significantly outperforms AONet [36] on both two tasks. The performance improvement probably owes to the predicted joint attention regions in shared representation learning. While AONet [36] attempted to learn the shared representation directly from CNN-based features, our method learns the shared representation in a more efficient and reliable way by exploiting the joint attention regions which capture the same action recorded from two viewpoints.
The ablation study results are also shown in the lower part of Table 1 . It can be seen that the removal of attention information from either side of first-or third-person video in triplet loss leads to obvious performance drop (close to [36] ), demonstrating the effectiveness of attention information in shared representation learning. Moreover, the removal of attention information from third-person video in self-supervised attention learning leads to more performance drop than similar removal from first-person video, which indicates that the attention information of third-person video plays a more important role. Most importantly, the performance degrades dramatically for Without SA when attention is learned independently from both viewpoints, indicating the critical role of the self-supervised joint attention learning in our full model. Overall, the ablation study results show that in shared representation learning not only the attention information is needed but also the attention in different viewpoints should be learned jointly.
Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 6 . We visualize the ROAs predicted by AONet [36] , one of our baselines (Without SA), and our full model. We visualize the last convolutional layer activations of AONet to show which regions the network focuses on. It can be seen that [36] tends to focus on either the image center or the visually salient object. Taking the first group (column 1 -2 of Fig. 6 ) for example, while [36] focuses on the center region of the first-person image and human body of the third-person image, our method successfully locates the shared ROAs in both images around the object of a saucepan.
As for the baseline of Without SA which learns attention independently for first-and third-person videos, its learned attention becomes unreliable and fails to predict the ROAs shared between two viewpoints. Taking the second group (column 3 -4 of Fig. 6 ) for example, the person is playing a mobile game, and the shared ROAs are around the region of mobile phone and hands. However, the ROA of the third-person image predicted by Without SA is located on the person's leg unrelated to the performed action. Overall, these results demonstrate the joint attention learning via self-supervised is essential for shared representation learning between first-and third-person videos.
Extended Applications
The goal of our method is to effectively link the first-and thirdperson videos. The key idea is the proposed "joint attention" which matches the two viewpoints. Our proposed method successfully achieves this goal and its effectiveness has been proven in the previous sections. In addition, being able to predict and making use of the shared ROAs in the scene, our method also provides novel solutions to tackle a slice of traditional tasks.
In particular, in this section we conduct experiments on three extended applications of our method, namely gaze prediction, video summarization and co-segmentation. For each application, we compare our method with the state-of-the-art quantitatively or qualitatively. Note that in the case of gaze prediction and co-segmentation, our method needs no additional input compared with traditional single view-based methods; while for video summarization, our method takes into account additional information from the firstperson viewpoint and proves the significant benefit to use the proposed joint attention.
Gaze prediction.
Predicting where a person looks (gaze) in a third-person video is important for video analysis and information retrieval. Existing single-view based gaze prediction methods [6, 10, 28, 34] locate the human eyes first, and then estimate the gaze [34] . The bottom row indicates the gaze prediction results of our approach. N/A denotes AC17 [34] fails to predict the direction of human gaze.
direction based on the pupil and head's direction. Different from previous methods, we predict the gaze as follows: Firstly, we locate the position of human head based on the pose estimation method [6] . Next, we use the third-person frame's ROA, which is inferred from our model, as the place where a person looks. We compare our method with the state-of-the-art single-view based method AC17 [34] with its default parameters. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , without explicit gaze annotations for training, our method achieves even better results than the state-of-the-art gaze prediction method. More interestingly, our method could robustly predict a gaze position even when the human face cannot be detected in the input image. More results are provided in the supplementary. 
Video summarization.
In this part, we show that joint attention predicted from first-and third-person videos could be exploited to discover important moments that potentially describe the undergoing activity and thus provides an effective way for multi-view video summarization. The state-of-the-art video summarization methods [15, 22, 39, 48, 49] often take single-view video as input, estimate importance scores per frame and create a video summary consisting of a small subset of frames. In contrast, we evaluate per-frame confidence scores of joint attention for paired first-and third-person videos by computing the similarity between channel attention vectors of two videos. We assign high importance scores to frames that have high confidence scores of joint attention, based on which a subset of frames with high importance scores above a threshold are selected as a summary. We compare our multi-view video summarization method with ZQ18 [49] and GG14 [15] on Charades-Ego dataset. We use the annotated action clips as ground-truth of video summary and use F1 score as the evaluation metric. Quantitative results are shown in Table 2 . We show qualitative comparison in Fig. 8 . Since GG14 [15] (a) Example video from CharadesEgo dataset (b) Multi-view video summarization method (ours) (c) GG14 [15] Someone is awakening somewhere
Opening a window
Opening/Closing a closet/cabinet Holding some clothes
Throwing clothes somewhere Someone is standing up from somewhere Ours Figure 9 : Examples of co-segmentation results. The first row depicts input image pairs from two perspectives, the second row displays the object co-segmentation results of CH18 [7] , and the third row displays the results of our approach. (c) predicts frame importance scores based on specific image features such as facial landmark detectors and motion, it fails to detect the important frames when the man turns his back to the camera. In contrast, our method (b) could reliably detect more important moments by joint attention information with the help from additional first-person viewpoint.
Co-segmentation.
Here we show that our method could be easily extended to solve co-segmentation task. Different from previous methods [7, 29, 33] , the key of our approach is that we utilize the predicted ROAs of both first-and third-person videos to guide co-segmentation. Firstly, candidate segments could be extracted by any unsupervised image segmentation method, and we adopt an efficient superpixel algorithm SLICO [1] . Then, we choose two segments from candidate segments of two videos as the cosegmentation outputs which are near the center of ROAs and are visually similar to each other.
we compare our method with the state-of-the-art method of CH18 [7] . As shown in Fig. 9 , with the guidance of attention information, our method obviously outperforms [7] , even without any supervised training for co-segmentation. More results are provided in the supplementary.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a method to effectively learn a shared representation for co-analysis of the first-and third-person videos. Our key idea is to learn joint attention to link these two viewpoints, with the assumption that shared representation should correspond to the joint attention regions. A novel representation learning framework with a self-supervised attention learning module is developed to learn joint attention between first-and third-person videos. Experiment results on a public dataset show that our proposed method significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art method on two crossview video matching tasks. Additional experiments are conducted to demonstrate the benefits of our work for various applications.
As for our future work, we plan to explore new applications based on our current work. One possible and interesting application might be to synthesize first-person video based on the input of a third-person video.
